What People Have Said About Us in 2017

“Rather than going into communities and implementing solutions from the top-down, Evans distinguishes her process from many other NGOs by spending a lot of time simply listening to the communities she is there to help.”
– New York Times

“While the accolades and increasing interest from corporate sponsors are helping Well Aware grow, the passion of Sarah and the team have for helping others in need is what makes this organization successful.”
– EBW2020

“We did it to raise money because water is important. This will help kids in Kenya not get sick and get clean water.”
– 8 year old student participating in Shower Strike

“Well Aware is a great organization that shows the incredible impact that a small group in Austin can have across the world. Their team is passionate about their cause, and their hard work can be seen in their high success rate.”
– Well Aware Volunteer

“As a donor to Well Aware I was invited into the field to see how my donations get deployed. I was very impressed with the mantra they applied to their work. It ranges from seeking ways to use water to positively affect the lives of Kenyans, through to ensuring much of the work that is being done is by Kenyans. They also ensure the wells that they build are on community land, which means the water cannot be used for political gain later on.”
– Well Aware Donor

SEE ALL OF WELL AWARE’S REVIEWS AND TOP-RATED STATUS ON GREAT NONPROFITS’ WEBSITE.